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For Grinding Concrete and Plaster Surfaces



Usage:

Properties:

HANDSTONES
Rahilaikka product #

EAN  code Product Size Grit Picture

1011

EAN
6417520141030

Rahina n:o 16 100x200x35mm 16

1012

EAN
6417520141016

Rahina n:o 24 100x200x35mm 24

1013

EAN
6417520141023

Rahina n:o 36 100x200x35mm 36

-grinding stones can be used on all concrete and
plaster surfaces, for example on floors before laying the carpet or parquet,
foundations prior to painting and ground work on walls before tiling.

The main feature of all -grinding stones is a perforated
structure which prevents blockages caused by grinding dust. The
openings, which run through  the depth of the entire stone, contribute
greatly in increasing the abrasive efficiency  of the product.



WALL / FLOOR RANGE
Rahilaikka product #

EAN  code Product Measurements Grit Picture

1101

EAN
6417520141078

Iso- Rahina
/ floor n:o 16

200x300x50mm
weight:

appr.4,3kg
16

1102

EAN
6417520141085

Iso-Rahina
/ floor n:o 36

200x300x50mm
weight

appr.4,3kg
36

1201

EAN
6417520141092

Iso-Rahina
/ wall n:o 16

200x300x20mm
weight

appr.2,1kg
16

1202

EAN
6417520141108

Iso-Rahina
/ wall n:o 36

200x300x20mm
weight

appr. 2,1kg
36

1301

EAN
6417520141115

Rahina
/ circular n:o 16

Ø 230 x40mm
Weight

appr  2,5kg
16

1302

EAN
6417520141122

Rahina
/ circular n:o 36

Ø 230 x40mm
weight

appr.2,5kg
36

1404

EAN
6417520141221

Ball and socket
joint
/ light

weight
appr.0,5kg

1403

EAN
6417520141214

Ball and socket
joint

/ heavy
weight

appr.4,5kg



Rahilaikka Ltd is a Finnish family-run business with 55 years experience in manufacturing 
professional grinding tools for concrete and plaster surfaces. Our products have also been 
sold internationally for 35 years

Our products are the result of in-house development work and they have been tested and 
used by building professionals. We manufacture the products ourselves, using diamond-
hard silicon carbide to ensure the greatest quality across the entire range of products.

The  -brand label guarantees a high quality product – imitations are also being
sold but only the  -brand can give you the assurance of being the finest
grinding tool range on the market.

Rahilaikka Oy
Lintulehdontie
FI-26510 Rauma
Finland

Tel: +358-2-8240092
Fax: +358-2-822 7529
Email: rahina@rahilaikka.fi
www: www.rahilaikka.fi

VAT reg: FI-0225106-5
Location: Rauma

The stone’s structure prevents
blockages caused by grinding dust.

The perforation runs through the entire
stone, helping it to maintain its
grinding efficiency despite wear

The structure of the grinding
material has been developed
especially for concrete and plaster
surfaces

The grinding material is silicon
carbide
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Rahilaikka Ltd

Founded 1964

The new handle gives a better grip, improves work capacity
and reduces the hand stress thus preventing occupational
health hazards


